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Course Outline
Basic petroleum & coal
geology
?
What is a basin?
?
How do hydrocarbons form?
?
How does coal form?
?
What is shale gas?
?
What is CSG?
?
Where the basins are in
Australia
Seismic Fundamentals
?
What is reflection seismic?
?
Anatomy of seismic section
?
Accoustic Impedance &
Reflection Coefficients
?
Wavelts
?
Frequency Bandwidth
?
Shot records & normal
moveout
?
2D & 3D stacking
?
Convolution & Resolution
?
Signal versus noise
Seismic Acquisition
?
Only land seismic to be
considered
?
Energy sources
?
Dynamite, Envirovibe,

OnSeis, Sosie
?
Phone, cables, trucks,

wireless
?
Parameters
?
Survey
?
Line preperation

Interpretation
?
Workstations computer

software
?
Workflow & strategy
?
Displays
?
Old paper data
?
3D attributes
?
Well log synthetic

seismorgram
Processing
?
Noise removal
?
Statics
?
Reprocessing
?
Migration
Planning
?
Cost
?
Free data
?
Other land users
?
Line length, Area of
coverage
?
Geological considerations

The Instructor - Henk van Paridon
B.Sc University of Adelaide . Dip CompSci QUT
Henk is a consulting geophysicist with over 30 yeas of experience. He has
been working as independent consultant for 15 years and is based in
Brisbane.
He has worked on projects in Australia, USA, Argentina and New Zealand.
He specialises in seismic interpretation and planning of land surveys.
Clients include companies in the petroleum, CSM, coal mining,
environmental and geothermal industries. He has seen seismic used to
image features from 1m to 100kms in size. More recently he has been
providing mentoring services.
According to one client he’s “not bad with computers for an older
person”. Henk is a former president of the ASEG and former editor of its
bi-monthly newsletter Preview. He encourages you to join the ASEG and
the SEG.
Who Should Come ?
This is an abbreviated version of Henk's popular Basic Seismic for
Geologists and Engineers. It is designed for a non-geological audience
and assumes no previous knowledge of seismic or geology. The
workshop runs for one day and can be tailored to suite a specific
audience.
The workshop is suitable for environmental officers, cultural heritage
workers, permit and license managers, legal officers, purchasing officers
and administrative staff.
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